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Abstract
This paper explores the idea that a properly designed sectoral approach could
be the answer to two sets of constraints that hinder international agreement on
climate change: a genuine concern for economic growth from developing countries
and competitiveness issues from industrialized countries. Our sectoral approach
builds on three premises: (i) cap and trade systems in industrialized countries
and intensity targets in developing countries, (ii) sectors subject to international
trade abide to the rules of the countries in which they trade, (iii) a fraction of
the revenues from permits in industrialized countries goes to improve efficiency
targets in domestic production in the developing countries.
We design an economic model that features the interactions in three sectors
(more or less exposed to international trade) and two countries (industrialized
and developing). Two scenarios are constructed: Sectoral Approach, which refers
to our proposal, and Global Cap, which implements a uniform CO2 price. We
compare the two scenarios in terms of total welfare and equity. It is shown that
Sectoral Approach ranks high in terms of equity for a minor welfare loss. It also
eliminates competitiveness and leakage issues.
JEL Classification: D63, Q56, F18, H23
Keywords: Climate Policy, International agreement, Sectoral approach, Equity, Competitiveness.
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Introduction

An optimistic view of Copenhagen is that developing countries are now willing to take
actions to mitigate green house gas emissions (i.e. China, Brazil, India and Indonesia are among the 55 countries that pledge to cut growth in GHG emissions by 2020,
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source the Feb 2nd 2010 edition of the Guardian, http://www.guardian.co.uk). This is
a radical change from the no responsibility position adopted at Kyoto. It is a significant
breakthrough since “two thirds to three quarters of the 45 to 110 percent increase between 2000 to 2030 from energy use is projected to come from non-Annex I countries”
(Wara, 2007). Developing countries had put forward two conditions for their involvement. First, financial and technology transfers from industrialized countries should help
them to make the corresponding adaptations. Second, emission constraints should be
on intensity targets, not on absolute caps based on 1990 emissions, to allow for their
economic development. These constraints remain active and need be taken into account
in a more systematic way than they are through the Clean Development Mechanism
(Schneider, 2007; Sterk, 2008; Victor and Wara, 2008).
The generalization of cap and trade mechanisms in industrialized countries seems
also a promising avenue. The EU may be joined in this process by Australia, New
Zealand, Japan and possibly the US and Canada (see Climate Strategies project on
linking national emissions trading schemes http://www.joanneum.at/climate/linking/).
The full deployment of these schemes suffers from some difficulties (For a systematic
review of the European cap and trade see Ellerman et al., 2010)). The ambitions
and the perimeters of the schemes are different, which does not facilitate their interconnections. More importantly, the crucial issue of competitiveness has so far prevented
such schemes to deliver their targets. For instance, a close scrutiny of the European
Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) reveals that the number of sectors that will
be eligible for some form of free allocations in Phase III (2013-2020) might be so large
that it becomes easier to list the sectors which are not (mostly electricity) rather than
those which are (European Parliament, 2009). Across the Atlantic, intense lobbying
may similarly significantly reduce, or even put into jeopardy, President Obama’s cap
and trade policy.
In view of these political constraints a uniform CO2 price scheme worldwide can
only be seen as a long term goal. This paper explores the idea that a sectoral approach
could be a good way to make immediate progress towards this goal. A sectoral approach
is a combined industry and government initiative. Such an approach stipulates that
for that sector and for the countries that signed the agreement, there are joint binding
rules to mitigate CO2 emissions (Baron et al., 2008, 2009; Center for Clean Air Policy,
2009). These rules may either be a cap and trade system, a set of intensity targets
or a set of technical norms. They may apply to one sector or to several sectors at
once. They may differ from one country to the other one. The flexibility of sectoral
approaches allows for the explicit introduction of the considerations discussed earlier.
Some studies have already explored intensity targets in developing countries (See for
instance the recent proposals of International Energy Agency, 2009; World Business
Council for Sustainable Development, 2009). A number of questions need be addressed
to demonstrate the feasibility of these schemes. Is the flexibility obtained at a large
efficiency loss? Would such a “second best” approach significantly reduce the global
efficiency of the scheme compared with a “first best” approach with a uniform CO2
price, as advocated by some economists (Stern et al., 2006; Tirole, 2009). What about
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competitiveness issues in industrial countries? What would be the amount of financial
transfers and how would they be monitored?
The contribution of the paper is threefold. First an original sectoral approach is
designed to explicitly cope with the identified constraints. Our sectoral approach (to
be denoted Sectoral Approach henceforth) is built on three components: (i) cap and
trade systems in industrialized countries and intensity targets in developing countries,
(ii) sectors subject to international trade abide to the rules of the countries in which
they trade, (iii) a fraction of the revenues from permits in industrialized countries goes
to improve efficiency targets in domestic production in the developing countries.
Second the paper provides a methodology to discuss the trade-off between efficiency
and equity made by such second-best schemes. While it seems conceptually clear that
a uniform price will achieve global efficiency, in the sense that it decentralizes the
right incentives to equalize marginal abatement costs with marginal gains, the virtue
of this approach in terms of equity has been much debated. For instance it would
increase the electricity bill in India for a low income consumer in proportions that
would be unbearable if not compensated (Sterner, 2009). Such compensations would
require large transfers: from industrialized to developing countries, and within developing countries. Some authors have questioned the feasibility of international transfers
and demonstrated that, without transfers, the second best scheme would lead to differentiated carbon prices (Chichilnisky and Heal, 1994; Sheeran, 2006; Godard, 2009).
Our Sectoral Approach is a medium path between these two extreme cases.
Third a simple calibrated model is elaborated to apply our methodology and quantify our analysis. The model features the interactions in three sectors and two countries.
This is a drastic simplification to enhance the main contributions of our approach. The
model is calibrated in terms of sectors on electricity, cement and steel, and in terms of
countries on the EU and China. It is assumed that electricity is not subject to international trade while the two other sectors cement and steel are. In this framework we
shall first compare two scenarios: Sectoral Approach, which refers to our proposal, and,
as a benchmark, Global Cap, which implements a uniform CO2 price. Both of these
scenarios by construction will achieve the same cap in terms of global CO2 reductions.
The welfare loss associated with Sectoral Approach is precisely identified. The two
scenarios are compared in terms of equity in the developing countries, i.e. prices and
consumptions in China. The global financial transfer that would need to be put in place
in Global Cap to Pareto dominate Sectoral Approach is derived. Altogether, Sectoral
Approach ranks high in terms of equity for a minor welfare loss. The financial transfers
of Sectoral Approach are targeted towards some consumers and some industries while
the ones from Global Cap are higher in relative terms and spread over all consumptions.
We show that an approach uniquely based on differentiated carbon prices would be
Pareto dominated by the proposed approach.
We also compare Sectoral Approach with an EU-only scenario. This Eu-only scenario reflects some of the expected features of the EU-ETS 2013-2020 namely, the
inclusions of free allocations based on capacities for exposed sectors. We show that
sectoral Approach better address the competitiveness issue than the EU-only. Fur3

thermore, with EU-only, because of leakage, the CO2 price level to achieve the 20%
reduction target in the EU is lower than with Sectoral Approach. This means that the
fraction of revenues from permits allocated to developing countries to achieve a given
carbon efficiency target can be much lower with Sectoral Approach than with the EUonly scenario. This would facilitate the needed political support to achieve the desired
financial transfers associated with Sectoral Approach.
At this point our model remains quite simple to highlight our construction of an
original sectoral approach and our evaluation methodology. It would be interesting
to apply our framework in more comprehensive models such as with the CGE models
elaborated by CIRED-IMACLIM (Sassi et al., 2007) or the MIT EPPA(Paltsev et al.,
2005). A step in that direction is made by Hamdi-Cherif et al. (2009) with IMACLIM.
The paper is organized as follows: the structure of the model and the three scenarios
studied are first described (section 2); we compare our proposal with other schemes
(section 3) and formalize our methodology (section 4); the model is calibrated (section
5) and its results discussed (section 6). Section 7 concludes on the implementability of
our scheme.

2

Model

We consider two countries: EU (home) and China (foreign) and three goods: electricity,
cement and steel. These goods are assumed totally differentiated and goods’ markets
are only related via the CO2 price. We abstract from substitutability between goods
(steel and cement) and vertical relations (electricity as an input for steel and cement).
The structure of the model is graphically represented on figure 1. A detailed analytical
description of assumptions and scenarios is done below for one good.

Figure 1: The structure of the model.
There are two countries m = h, f (home and foreign). In each country there is
a unique price for the good, the inverse price function is Pm (Qm ) where Qm is the
aggregate quantity consumed in market m = h, f . There are nm symmetric firms,
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i = 1..nm located in country m = h, f ; in each country firms can sell the good on
the two markets. Firm i = 1..nm produces xi for its market m and exports y i to the
other market.
The aggregate quantity produced by firms m and soldP
in country m is
P
i
Xm = i=1..nm x and the quantity sold in the other country is Ym = i=1..nm y i so:
Qh = Xh + Yf , Qf = Xf + Yh .
There are two ways for a firm to reduce emissions: to reduce its production or to
reduce its emission rate. A cleaner technology with a lower emission rate has a higher
variable cost (gross of emissions expenses). In a given country m = h, f , the variable
cost of firm i = 1..nm is cm (ui ) where ui is its emissions rate. The variable cost cm (ui )
is decreasing for ui < um0 and convex. The emission rate um0 is the reference emission
rate when no abatement are done, c0 (um0 ) = 0. The transport cost from country h to
country f (resp. from f to h) is thf (resp. tf h ).

Figure 2: The product flows in a given sector.
The price of emissions in country m = h, f is σm . The profit of a firm i = 1..nm is:


πim = Pm xi + Pl y i − cm ui − σm ui (xi + y i ) − tml y i + σm im , with l 6= m;
(1)
where im is the quantity of free allocation each firm received in country m. These free
allocations could be ‘output based’, i.e. proportional to production quantities xi or yi .
The scenarios considered differ relatively to the allocations rules, the effect of output
based policy on the choice of production and technology are presented in appendix 2.
In each market firms compete à la Cournot by choosing quantities to maximize their
profit.
Each firm chooses its emissions intensity ui . An important feature of the model is
that the emission rate ui chosen by a firm is solely determined by the price of emissions.
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For each good, all firms in a country adopt the same emissions rate um (σm ) which
minimizes the net variable cost cm (um ) + σm um , it is the solution of:
σ=−

2.1

∂cm
(um (σ)) .
∂u

(2)

Specifications

For simulations we use linear demand functions:
Pm = am − bm Qm ,
and costs that are linear with respect to output quantities and quadratic with respect
to emission rates:
γm
cm (um ) = cm0 +
(um0 − um )2 .
2
For a price σ of emissions the cost minimizing emissions rate is:
um (σ) = um0 −

σ
.
γm

(3)

The implementation of a CO2 price has two implications: emissions generate a unit
cost for permits, σum (σ), and the cleaner technology generates an increase for the unit
production cost, ∆cm = cm (um (σ)) − cm0 . Figure 3 illustrates the choice of abatement
(per unit produced) νh and νf of home and foreign firms with νm = um0 − um . In Figure
3, the marginal abatement cost of foreign firms is smaller than the home firms one:
γf < γh . The increase ∆cm of marginal costs net of emissions costs is represented by
the areas of triangles OBνf and OAνh . As can be graphically seen, foreign firms choose
a higher abatement level than home ones and their marginal cost net of emissions costs
increases more than the home firms one—although their total cost change ∆cf + σuf
could be smaller. The parameter γm could be inferred from an estimation of cm (um (σ))
for a given σ and cm0 .
marginal abatement cost H€tCO2L

Γh Νh
Γf Νf
Σ

O

A

B

Νh HΣL

Ν f HΣL

abatement Ν

Figure 3: CO2 price and emissions rate.
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The equilibrium quantities in each market are derived assuming Cournot competition. These quantities are:
Xh =

nh
[ah − (nf + 1) Ch + nf Cf ]
bh (N + 1)

(4)

Yf =

nf
[ah − (nh + 1) Cf + nh Ch ]
bh (N + 1)

(5)

and

assuming both types of firms produce. Ch and Cf stand for marginal costs, these differ
according to scenarios. Similar formula holds for the foreign market.

2.2

The scenarios

Four scenarios are compared:
- BAU (Business As Usual): in the EU and in China there is no regulation of
emissions, σm = 0, m = h, f .
- Global Cap: there is a uniform CO2 price worldwide: σh = σf and no free
allocations, m = 0 for m = h, f .
- Sectoral Approach: there is a standard cap and trade with 0% free allocations
in each sector in the EU; Chinese firms are subject to the following system:
◦ For electricity, financial transfers from EU revenues (30% of total revenues)
exactly compensate the total increase in costs resulting from the abatement
∆cf , the production is unchanged from BAU; the implicit CO2 price to
obtain this abatement is derived for the sake of comparison (cf appendix B).
◦ For cement and steel, Chinese firms have to buy permits from the Chinese
government at the EU price (σf = σh ), there is no cap for these permits.
For the domestic production in cement and steel, Chinese firms received
output-based free allocations based on the relative benchmark uf (σ) that is,
if = uf (σ)xi in these sectors (cf appendix A). The profit of a Chinese firm
in cement and steel in this scenario is :
πjf = Pf xj + Ph y j − cf (uf (σh )) (xj + y j ) − (thf + σh uf (σh )) y j .

(6)

- EU only: there is a cap and trade in EU similar to the current EUETS and
no regulation of emissions in China. In the EU, there is no free allocation for
electricity producers but an output based policy in cement and steel. In these
sectors, firms received free allocation according to their production ih = α(xi +y i )
which influences their choice of production but not their abatement (see appendix
A). We specifically assume that all permits are freely allocated so α = u(σh ).
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3

Comparison of Sectoral Approach with other sectoral approaches and with border tax adjustment

To better understand the originality of our proposition it is worth comparing it with
several related schemes of emissions regulation.
A proposition that has been much debated to address the issues of leakage and
competitiveness is Border Tax Adjustment (Ismer and Neuhoff, 2007; Godard, 2007;
Fisher and Fox, 2007). Within such a scheme, imported quantities are taxed and
exported quantities are subsidized in order to compensate for the difference due to the
CO2 price. The import tax is the EU CO2 price times a benchmark emission rate which
has to be determined. This emission rate is usually fixed as the best available technology
even if foreign firms technologies are much less efficient. The major distinctions with
our approach are (i) BTA taxes firms imported production whereas Sectoral Approach
taxes emissions, (ii) taxes are levied by the importing country with BTA and by the
exporting country with Sectoral Approach, (iii) there is no regulation on foreign firm
local production with BTA while there is with Sectoral Approach. The implication
is that foreign firms do not modify their production technology with a BTA whereas
they do with Sectoral Approach. If foreign firms may reduce their import taxes when
their emissions are lower than the benchmark, BTA does provide for this incentive (see
Godard, 2007).
There have been a large number of proposals under the terms “sectoral approaches”.
An extensive project led by the CCAP with support by the European Commission
was designed to provide a “proof-concept” about the feasibility of sectoral approaches
(Center for Clean Air Policy, 2009). Our approach may be seen as a combination of their
“transnational sectoral approach”, for cement and steel, and their “sectoral bottom-up
approach”, for electricity. In cement and steel firms are subject to a uniform CO2 price
but the national schemes differs: absolute targets in the EU, intensity targets in China.
The intensity target is implemented through an output-based allocation policy (see
appendix A) that ensures that marginal abatement cost are equalized. For electricity,
there is no uniform CO2 price. In this sector, Sectoral Approach is close to a NAMA,
it seeks to implement a global benchmark for the Chinese electricity sector lower than
BAU for the whole industry through eliciting individual projects up to some given
budget provided by the EU.
The IEA has also explored a large variety of sectoral approaches (Baron et al.,
2009). In their latest publication (International Energy Agency, 2009) they compare
a scheme based on a cap and trade in industrialized countries and intensity targets in
developing countries, with a uniform CO2 price. This is also the route followed by the
Cement Sustainability Initiative (World Business Council for Sustainable Development,
2009) and by Hamdi-Cherif et al. (2009). These models are based on large data sets
so as to make simulations over horizons up to 2050. The data sets typically include
several technologies for the electricity sectors, and sometimes for the cement sector, and
technological innovation such as the availability of carbon capture and sequestration
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at some time in the future. The CSI model is limited to the cement sector while the
other two include many more sectors. The major result from these models is that the
introduction of intensity targets, relative to a uniform CO2 approach, will not reduce
that much growth in the industrialized countries while it will considerably facilitate
growth in developing countries between 2010 and 2030. Because of their general nature
these models are not designed to cope with imperfect competition in international
trade. Competitiveness issues are not considered. These models are also less precise
in terms of where the transfers come from and how they affect the economy. In both
standpoints, our model completes the ongoing argumentation for an “implementable”
sectoral approach.

4

Equity and efficiency of Sectoral Approach: formalizing the issues

The schemes that we propose are second-best regulation of CO2 emissions. A first-best
approach would implement an international tradable permits market (Tirole, 2009).
Within such a scheme equity issues are dealt through the initial allocations to countries,
which amounts to financial transfers.
Some authors argue that such a scheme would imply unrealistic amounts of financial
transfers from industrialized to developing countries. If financial transfers are not possible, a second best scheme, with differentiated carbon prices, should be implemented
(Chichilnisky and Heal, 1994). It will now be shown that Sectoral Approach may be
interpreted as a compromise between these two views so as to balance efficiency with
equity.
For simplicity the discussion will focus here on the electricity sector, but the results can easily be extended to a multi-sector model. Suppose a perfectly competitive
sector and abstract from the rest of the economy. The utility of a country, without
environmental damage, can be derived from the linear demand function (cf section 2.1)
as:
for m = h, f we have Um (qm , um , Rm ) = (am − 0.5bm qm ) qm + Rm − cm (um )qm ,

(7)

where qm is the quantity of good consumed in country m, and Rm is the initial endowment of a composite, not polluting and tradable good which is the numéraire; cm (um ) is
the quantity of numéraire needed to produce one unit with um emissions. The emission
cap ē is fixed.
We discuss three different approaches which respectively implement in this reduced
model (i) differentiated CO2 prices, (ii) Global Cap, (iii) Sectoral Approach. The
methodology is summarized in table 1. Observe that efficiency and equity considerations
are not separated in the first and third approaches.
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Differentiated CO2 prices

Global Cap

Sectoral Approach

• no transfers

• unique CO2 price to obtain a world cap at minimum cost

• efficiency concerns in
industrialized
countries
through cap and trade

• national CO2 price and
emissions
are
simultaneously
determined
in
connection with equity
purposes

• allocate initial allowances
for equity purposes

• equity concerns in developing countries through
prices considerations

ē ≥ eh + ef and for
m = h, f :
max Um s.t. em ≥ um qm

max Uh + Uf
s.t. ē ≥ eh + ef

• transfers from industrialized to developing countries
through NAMAs
max Uh
s.t. ē ≥ eh + ef ; pf ≤ pBAU
and uf = φ(transf ers)

Table 1: Efficiency and equity, comparison of scenarios.
Case 1 (differentiated carbon prices): Without international financial transfer,
the cap ē can be reached by any allocations (eh , ef ) with eh + ef = ē. Each country
m = h, f has to set its production and its technology given its emission constraint, it
solves
maxqm ,um Um such that em ≥ um qm
In this case, CO2 prices are different, and in each country optimal production and
emission rates satisfy
pm = cm (um ) + σm and c0m (um ) = σm .

(8)

The price of the good encompasses the full cost of the emissions’ cap, and marginal
abatement cost equalizes the respective carbon price. This scheme is depicted by the
dotted line in figure (4), at the extreme—where the dotted line meet the axis—one
country makes all effort and the other none. This corresponds to point C.
Case 2 (Global Cap): Assume transferable utilities through financial transfers.
The total utility of both countries Uh + Um is maximized with a unique CO2 price,
σm = σh .1 The total utility is max[Uh + Uf ] and transfers allow to distribute this sum
between the two countries, the CO2 price does not depend on the transfers because
1

We consider the unweighted sum of countries’ utilities Uh + Um . More generally one can consider
a weighted sum Uh + λUf with λ ∈ [0, +∞[ to obtain all Pareto allocations. If λ 6= 1 the corresponding
optimum requires the transfer of all the numéraire from one country to the other so that one country
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of the linearity assumption on the numéraire. This is depicted by the straight line in
figure 4.
This global cap situation coincides with the curve of differentiated CO2 prices at
point A where there is no transfer and carbon prices are equalized.
Case 3 (Sectoral Approach): With our sectoral approach, the quantity produced
in country f is maintained at the BAU level qf BAU and any reduction of uf is financed
by country h. The financial transfer from country h to producers in country f is:
T (uf ) = (cf (uf ) − cf 0 ) qf BAU .

(9)

Country f utility is kept at the BAU level:
Uf (qf BAU , uf , Rf + T (uf )) = Uf (qf BAU , uf 0 , Rf ).
And the utility of country h is Uh (qh , uh , Rh − T (uf ))). The constraint is
ē ≥ uh qh + uf qf BAU .
This scheme is represented by the thick vertical line in figure 4. Country h has to decide
how much to abate domestically and abroad.
We now derive an important property of Sectoral Approach: it implements a uniform CO2 price for abatement decisions and a differentiated CO2 price for output pricing
decisions.
Proposition:
The policy that maximizes Uh with ē ≥ uh qh + uf qf BAU is to
equalize the marginal abatement costs:
c0h (uh ) = c0f (uf ).
Proof. Country h chooses qh , uh and uf so as to maximize
Uh (qh , uh , Rh − T (uf ))) s.t. ē ≥ uh qh + uf qf BAU .
Thus, with the expression (7) of a country utility the price of good is such that:
σuh =

∂Uh
= ph − ch (uh ).
∂qh

And the domestic technology is such that:
σqh =

∂Uh
= c0h (uh )qh .
∂uh

only consumes electricity. Because of the assumption of a constant marginal utility from the numéraire
there are an infinite number of Pareto optimal allocation associated with λ = 1. To avoid this, and
ensure that any Pareto allocation correspond to one and only one λ, we could have used concave
transformations of the utility functions introduced, the argument would be similar.
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And with the expression (9) of the financial transfer, the technology abroad satisfies
σqf BAU =

∂T
∂Uh ∂T
=
= c0 (uf )qf BAU
∂Rh ∂uf
∂uf

Figure 4: Second best policy
The discussion may be summarized as follows (see figure (4)). Global Cap without
financial transfers would deliver point A. Equity issues, in what the objective is to maintain China utility at the BAU level, suggest differentiated carbon prices, and delivers
point C. Sectoral Approach, with an identical objective, involves some financial transfers and delivers point B. Point B balances equity (same utility as C in China) and a
minimal global efficiency loss (B is close to B’ the unachievable first best with transfers).
In section 4, our calibrated model will be used to quantify this formal discussion.

5

Calibration of the model

The data used to calibrate the strategic interactions in each sector are summarized
in Table 5. These data are very rough guesses for the period 2015-2020 coming from
interviews of industry experts. These experts were asked to use their best judgments
to “feed our model”. This led to some heroic simplifications in particular with respect
to abatement curves. The exploration of the proposed scheme in a long term computational general equilibrium model would be the natural next step to pursue. This is
12

precisely the route followed by Hamdi-Cherif et al. (2009) using the CIRED-IMACLIM
model.
In our simplified static model, in each sector there are market sizes, number of
players, price elasticity, unit variable costs and transport costs. From this and the
Cournot assumption we can get the imports flows and the unit price in the “Business
as usual” scenario. Transport costs are such that there are no exchanges in electricity,
only flows from China to EU in cement and steel.
Electricity is almost perfectly concentrated. Steel and cement are more oligopolistic.
The demand is the least elastic in electricity, then in cement and then in steel. In
electricity and steel the variable costs are lower in China than in the EU, they are equal
in steel.
We shall come back to some of these assumptions in the discussion.
2015-2020
market size
# players
elasticity
unit cost
@ 0e/t
@ 30e/t
+ unit cost
transport cost
price BAU

Electricity
EU
3600
40
0.4
e/MWh
60
tCO2/MWh 0.37
tCO2/MWh 0.34
e/MWh
0.5
e/MWh
e/MWh
64
unit
Twh

China
6600
40
0.2
40
0.76
0.46
4.5
46

Cement
EU China
250
1200
8
12
0.3
0.3
e/t
45
35
tCO2/t 0.7
0.7
tCO2/t 0.6
0.6
e/t
1.5
1.5
e/t
35
e/t
73
48
unit
Mt

Steel
EU
200
10
0.6
e/t
300
tCO2/t 1.3
tCO2/t
1
e/t
4.45
e/t
e/t
346
unit
Mt

China
400
10
0.6
300
1.3
1
4.45
31
360

Table 2: Calibration of the model

6

Measuring the benefits of Sectoral Approach

6.1

Sectoral Approach versus Global-Cap.

We precisely construct the two scenarios Sectoral Approach and Global Cap, which are
the counterpart in this calibrated model of those discussed in section 4.2 Note that
some premises of Sectoral Approach are contingent to the EU context (20% emissions
reduction target, 30% transfer). To be used as a benchmark, the total emissions of
Global Cap is taken as the one which results from Sectoral Approach (see Table 3).
2

Actually, Global Cap is not the first best option described in section 4 because of imperfect
competition. A first-best would require the correction of this imperfection. Observe that Sectoral
Approach in this regard could be welfare enhancing since intensity targets encourage production.
However, we do not elaborate on this point and what we are interested in, in our simulations, is the
relative positioning of our scenario.
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Sectoral Approach

Global Cap as a benchmark

•(EU): cap and trade (target = 20% for 2020
versus 2005);
imports in the EU abide to EU rules
→ σEU (CO2 ) = 38e/t

•World CO2 cap is given: 26%
drop;
the utilities floors are given:
(UEU , UChina )

• (China): intensity targets through output
based in cement and steel;
no change in price for electricity

• determine the unique CO2 price
to reduce emissions by 26% at
minimum cost
→ σworld (CO2 ) = 22e/t

• 30% of the revenues in EU permits is transfered to China as NAMAs in electricity
→abatement goes from .76 to .54 tCO2 /Mwh

• define the initial allowances
(transfer) that would Pareto
dominate Sectoral Approach
(UEU , UChina )

World CO2 in percentage drops by 26%
Utilities are determined: (UEU , UChina )
Table 3: Methodology for comparing scenarios.
• The CO2 target for the EU in Sectoral Approach is assumed to be a 20% reduction relative to BAU (a crude approximation of the commitment made by the EU
for 2020 relative to 2005). The corresponding CO2 price for the EU can be determined. It depends on the leakage rate associated with the sensitive sectors. The
assumptions made in Sectoral Approach for these sectors make this calculation
possible: imports into the EU are subject to the same regulation as firms in the
EU (their emissions support a CO2 price equal to the EU price). The electricity
sector in China does not play any role. The model determines that the CO2 price
that will generate a 20% reduction in EU emissions is 38e/t.
• It is now assumed that 30% of the revenues from the permits in the EU are
transferred to the electricity sector in China to compensate for the increase in
total costs associated with the implementation of a CO2 abatement in that sector.
Following appendix A it can be determined that the emission rate in China for
electricity will go down from .76 to .54 tCO2 /Mwh, which is equivalent to say that
abatement policies in the Chinese electricity sector are based on an implicit CO2
price of 22e/t. Taking everything into consideration into the total CO2 reduction
at the world level is computed to be 26%.
• To construct Global Cap we determine what uniform CO2 price will achieve 26%
reduction in CO2 emissions worldwide. The corresponding price is 22e/t. The
14

fact that this price is numerically close to the implicit CO2 price for electricity in
China in Sectoral Approach is coincidental.
We are now in a position to compare the efficiency and equity issues associated with
these two scenarios.
Global cap puts much more abatement pressure in China than in the EU,
Sectoral Approach reduces this asymmetry
Table 4 summarizes the results. Observe that the Global-Cap scenario puts more pressure in China than in the EU. This comes from our assumption that it is less costly
to reduce CO2 emissions in China (in electricity) than in the EU. From an efficiency
point of view, Ward’s comment mentioned in the introduction is important: one needs
to abate CO2 in energy production in the developing countries. It will be interesting to
see how much cost efficiency is lost when going from Global Cap to Sectoral Approach.
This is reflected by the fact that the CO2 price associated with Global Cap (22 e/t
worldwide) is significantly lower than with Sectoral Approach (38 e/t in the EU).

Scenario
Global Cap

Country
EU
China
All

price e/t
22
22
22

Sectoral Approach

EU
China
All

38

CO2
abatment %BAU
12
30
26
20
27
26

Table 4: Emissions and scenarios.
Global Cap involves large government transfers, Sectoral Approach low industry transfers.
Consider first the financial flows associated with Global Cap scenario (Table 5). The
number of permits to be allocated through auctioning is defined by the world cap,
namely a 26% reduction from BAU. These permits are allocated to EU and China
through some rule that needs to be determined. We shall come back to this rule
shortly.
The firms in each country buy permits according to their actual emissions at the
world market price of 22e/t. In each sector, in each country, consumers buy some
new quantities at the new prices (i.e. Chinese consumers now spend 68 MMe more for
their electricity bills than in BAU).The profits of the firms decrease relative to BAU
(i.e. Chinese electricity firms have a loss in profits of 4.5 MMe). The revenues from
the permits accruing to each country are recycled in each economy through some form
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of tax abatement. If the face value of permits allocated to a country differs from the
amount paid by the firms in that country (respectively 32.6 MMe and 99.4 MMe in the
EU and in China), there is a financial transfer that goes from one country to the other.
It is usually said that one innocuous way to make financial transfers from industrialized
to developing countries would be through the permit allocation process. In Table 5,
the allocation is proportional to actual emissions: at this point there are no financial
transfers.

Table 5: Financial flows with a Global Cap scenario.
In Sectoral Approach the financial flows include explicit financial transfers. Moreover, there are free allocations to firms in cement and steel in China. The overall picture
is given in table 6. We discuss the financial impacts for each player separately.
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Table 6: Financial flows with a sectoral approach.
European consumers would pay 50% more than in Global Cap (30.9 MMe instead
of 19.6 MMe). However, the extra bills for Chinese consumers are respectively zero in
electricity and considerably reduced in cement and steel. Altogether their total bill is
reduced from 81.4 MMe to 2.8 MMe. This can be seen as subsidies for these basic
products.
The profit of cement and steel EU firms is not much affected by the change since
in both cases the competitiveness impact is expected to be low. The electricity EU
firms suffer from the demand decrease (due to high competition the pass through rate
is close to 100%). Chinese firms are better off with Sectoral Approach (no loss by
construction in electricity, almost no demand decreases in cement and steel due to the
output based mechanism) than with Global Cap. The small amount of these losses
relative to BAU (approximately 3%) means that Sectoral Approach would certainly be
easier to implement.
The net revenue the EU gets from the sales of permits is 37.7 MMe with Sectoral
Approach as compared to 32.6 MMe with Global Cap. It is higher because of the
higher price of permits. Sectoral Approach generates more money in the EU for R&D
initiatives in spite of the 15.3 MMe transferred to China.
The situation in China changes dramatically since with Sectoral Approach the transfers are “internalized” (only 2 MMe tax abatement are available for redistribution)
while with Global Cap the allocation of the 99.4 MMe remains to be specified.3 This
amount will be even larger if the allocation of permits were related to GDP/head.
Global Cap makes a very challenging bet on the capacity of governments in developing
3

In our partial equilibrium approach, the way government revenues is recycled does not influence
welfare; with a general equilibrium setting it would matter.
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countries to manage the revenues of their permits.
Global Cap generates large equity issues, Sectoral Approach none.
The benefits of Sectoral Approach are expected to be in terms of equity, i.e. how
the Chinese consumers are affected by the two scenarios. Table 7 compares the price
increase and the quantity decrease in each sector and in each country relative to BAU.
With Global Cap, there would be a significant price increase in electricity and in
cement in China, with corresponding quantity decreases, less so in steel because of the
higher price elasticity in that sector.
By construction, there would be no change relative to BAU in electricity in China
with Sectoral Approach, and minimal changes in cement and steel (recall that with an
output based scheme there is some increase in unit costs after abatement even with free
allocations).
This comparison is the major argument put forward against a uniform price system,
given the incapacity of a government to centrally allocate subsidies to mitigate these
price increases.
On the contrary, Sectoral Approach subsidizes pre-identified targets (Chinese consumers in electricity, cement and steel) and these consumers indeed benefit directly
from the mechanism design.

Scenario
Global Cap

Country
EU
China

Electricity
price
quantity
+12%
-5%
+30%
-6%

Cement
price
quantity
+19%
-5%
+27%
-8%

price
+7%
+7%

Sect Ap

EU
China

+20%
0

+32%
+5%

+12%
+2%

-8%
0

-9%
-1%

Steel
quantity
-4%
-4%
-7%
-1%

Table 7: Price and quantity impacts.
Overall Sectoral Approach balances efficiency and equity with manageable
transfers.
While the two scenarios differ widely in terms of who gets what, it may be that the
welfare cost to be paid for this difference be too high. To compare the welfare efficiencies
of the two scenarios we compute, in each country, the net production costs, excluding the
cost of permits but taking into consideration the fact that abatement cost in electricity
in China are paid by the EU in Sectoral Approach, and the gross consumer surplus (cf
section 4 for the formulation of the utility functions).
The results are detailed in Table 8, both in absolute (Me) and relative terms (%).
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BAU
Global Cap
Sect Ap

BAU
Global Cap
Sect Ap

Welfare Me
EU
China
All
407 100 1 049 955 1 457 055
403 078 1 024 711 1 427 789
382 541 1 043 511 1 426 052
Welfare %
100
100
97.6
98
99.4
97.9

100
99
94

Table 8: Welfare impacts of scenarios.
Consider first the changes in total welfares in the EU and in China. Global Cap
(without transfers) puts less pressure on the EU than in China (1% versus 2.4%) while
Sectoral reverses the pressure (6% versus 0.6%).
Consider now the total welfare, adding up EU and China. Because of the cost to
reduce the CO2 emissions by 26% the welfare decreases from 1 457 055 Me for BAU
to 1 428 676 Me for Global-Cap.
The welfare associated with Sectoral Approach is lower than with Global Cap (in
accordance with section 3). Yet the loss is amazingly small .2%!
Another way to look at these numbers is to say that Global Cap with a financial
transfer of
1 043 511 − 1 025 491 = 18 015 Me
would Pareto dominate Sectoral Approach, point B’ as depicted in figure 5. Recall that
Sectoral Approach is based on a financial transfer of 15 283 Me which may be considered
as close to 18 015 Me. Yet 15 283 Me represents 30% of the revenues of permits with
the Sectoral Approach while 18 015 Me represents almost 55% of these revenues with
Global Cap. If these transfers are indeed made through the permit allocation process,
this would mean that the Chinese government would now have approximately 115 MMe
to re-allocate internally.
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Figure 5: Efficiency of Sectoral Approach.
There is a simple way to summarize this discussion by bringing into the picture the
arguments for and against a uniform CO2 price (table 9).
Scenario
Equity
Cost efficiency

Global Cap
w/o transfers
–
++

Differentiated
CO2 prices
++
–

Sectoral
Approach
+
+

Table 9: Efficiency and equity, comparison of scenarios.
Global Gap is the best in terms of cost efficiency but without financial transfers
it performs poorly in terms of equity. The amount of financial transfers to achieve
equity goals seems very difficult to implement. The use of differentiated CO2 prices
could in principle solve equity issues but it creates important perverse effects in terms
of abatement policies. Sectoral approach combines the respective benefits of these two
approaches leaving aside the respective drawbacks: the abatement policies and the
equity issues are addressed through different instruments.
We could directly apply the theoretical result of section 3, namely the amount of
financial transfers to the electricity sector in China to bring the implicit CO2 price at
the EU level. This Sectoral Approach would be even closer to Global Cap in terms of
total welfare.
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On the other hand, a scheme purely based on differentiated CO2 prices can physically
not achieve a 26% CO2 reduction worldwide while keeping the China welfare unchanged
relative to BAU, simply because the EU emissions already represents no more than 20%
of total emissions. This comes from the relative weights of the two economies in this
model and need not be true in a more global one.
Note that in our sectoral approach the marginal abatement cost in the electricity
sectors the EU and in China are different, respectively 38e and 22e. To move in the
direction of proposition 1 our construction should be changed to a lower target for EU
emissions reduction and a higher percentage for transfers of EU revenues from permits.
Such a change could be interpreted as a global Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
up to the point where marginal abatement costs are equalized. In a way, our scheme is
compatible with such private financial transfers. Still one should be well aware of the
practical limitations of CDM (Schneider, 2007; Sterk, 2008; Victor and Wara, 2008).

6.2

Sectoral Approach versus EU-only

While Sectoral Approach has some advantages relative to Global Cap as discussed in
the preceding section, it also has advantages relative to EU-only.
Sectoral Approach eliminates competitiveness and leakage.
In EU-only scenario China remains at BAU while in the EU a mechanism close to
Global-Cap is introduced with the major difference that cement and steel receive free
allocations. Due to their international exposure, it may be assumed that these industries
will not pass through the CO2 price in their selling prices but only the fraction which
is not free (this is the assumption made in the Cement Sustainability Initiative). A
simple way to implement such a behavior in our model is to consider that an output
based mechanism is used in which the output based rate is such that, at equilibrium,
the amount of free allocations is equal to a sectoral relative benchmark, for simplicity
we take α = u(σ) (all allocations are freely distributed).
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CO2
Scenario

Country

EU-only

EU
China
All

Sect Ap

EU
China
All

prix (e/t)

36

38

leakage
abatement

Imports

cement

steel

20
0
4

21

20

20
27
26

-37

-39

% BAU

cement

steel

BAU 14%

BAU 25%

18

30

10

23

Table 10: EU-only.
Under this scenario, the CO2 price in the EU will decrease from its 38 e/t level
with Sectoral Approach to 36 e/t. In spite of the output-based policy, the levels of
imports increase both in cement and in steel because of the impact of abatement on
unit costs. This increase of imports puts a downward pressure on the EU firms demand
for emissions. Competitiveness of EU firms is affected (imports increase from 14% to
18% in cement and from 25% to 30% in steel), and there is leakage in terms of CO2
emissions (21% for cement and 20% for steel).
The figures for imports and leakage rates go in the other directions with Sectoral
Approach: decreases in imports and so negative leakage rates. Still the magnitude of
the changes in imports remains small. Consequently the % in leakage rates are not
significant.
The conclusion is clear, Sectoral Approach performs better than EU-only.
Sectoral Approach requires less financial transfers.
The fact that Sectoral Approach is almost neutral in terms of competitiveness and
leakage means that to achieve the 20% reduction target in the EU one may set a higher
CO2 price (from 33e/t to 36e/t). It would also make it easier to go from a 20%
reduction goal in the EU to a 30% goal because one may expect less lobbying from
sensitive industries. Of course, the firms in the electricity sectors will pay more but in
this sector, the pass through rate is close to 1.
Table 11 gives the total revenues from permits and its sources for the two scenarios.
In some sense one can talk of a “double dividend” as one goes from EU-only to Sectoral
Approach: the elimination of free allocations increases the revenues for the EU, and
the elimination of the pressure from sensitive sectors allows an increase in the price of
CO2 . Both factors make it easier to provide financial transfers to developing countries,
a mere 30% compared to almost 40% with EU-only.
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Scenario
EI-only

Country
EU
China

Sect Ap

EU
China

MMe revenues from permits
Total elec cement steel
40
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
51
3

41
0

5
1

5
2

Table 11: Double dividend.

7

Conclusions and limitations

This paper builds on the idea of sectoral approaches to propose a global architecture
that integrates two sets of constraints: equity issues from developing countries (through
financial transfers and intensity targets), and competitiveness issues from industrialized
countries. It is shown that such a scheme satisfies these constraints without a substantial
welfare loss, relative to a first best approach based on a uniform CO2 price.
It would be interesting to test our Sectoral Approach and our methodology in more
“realistic” models such as the ones discussed in section 3. This is a necessary step
to explore the full relevance of our formal proposition, which is the main justification
for leaving aside an approach purely based on different carbon prices and no financial
transfers. It would also be interesting to detail the financial flows in such more comprehensive models. We believe that this is necessary to give full strength to a proposal.
As mentioned in the introduction our reference to developing countries should be
refined at least to distinguish between emerging countries (such as Brazil, Russia, India,
China...) and lower income countries that will be directly impacted by climate change
(such as Africa, Bangladesh.... The former neither need nor ask for financial transfers,
while these transfers are crucial for the latter. Our approach would also gain to be
more explicit in this respect.
In parallel, it seems interesting to pursue the exploration in terms of implementation. Some directions for future work can be mentioned. Take for instance the cement
sector, our approach differs from the one explored by the CSI: we take for granted
that it is easy to monitor “measurable, reportable and verifiable” policies in that sector
(Winkler, 2008) to the point that we explicitly embed all the cement plants in a global
transnational approach. This is an extreme view. The fact that the cement market
is concentrated, the fact that the major firms have very similar technologies, and the
fact it is simple to monitor modern cement plants in terms of CO2 emissions through
independent auditing entities, these three facts make our assumption reasonable for a
large share of the industry, and precisely for the share that is active internationally.
This leaves aside a number of “old plants” such as vertical kilns (a substantial share
of the industry in some countries). That part of the industry should indeed be left
out and addressed through a policy similar to the one proposed in our model for the
electricity sector.
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An avenue for future work precisely concerns the policy suggested in that case: it is
formalized in our model through an output based scheme using an implicit CO2 price.
This is convenient from an analytical point of view but clearly unsatisfactory from a
policy perspective. A policy in which the financial transfer would be allocated to competitive projects using a cost/benefit analysis, the benefit being associated with CO2
reductions, could be explored for various carbon intensive sectors, including deforestation. This top down approach would avoid the pitfalls associated with the project by
project approach such as the one adopted with the MDP, in which a deep pocket is
provided by the resale of permits on the EU CO2 market and the benchmark is the
BAU.
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A

Technology choice, CO2 price and output based
allocations

We briefly expose how technology choice and output base allocations interact: (i) with a
fixed CO2 price and (ii) with fixed emissions cap and an endogenous CO2 price. Fischer
(2001) and Quirion (2007) provide a detailed analysis.
(i) Consider the incentive of a firm with net variable cost c(u). If α is the rate of
output based free allocation, the firm receives α permits for each unit produced. For a
CO2 price σ its profit on a given market is:
π(q, u) = P q − (c(u) + σu)q + σαq = P q − [c(u) + σ(u − α)]q.
The firm chooses its production q and its technology u to maximize its profit. The
optimal u minimizes its net variable cost; it is u(σ) that solves c0 (u) = −σ.
The choice of technology is neither affected by the production q nor by the allocation
policy α. The output base rate α has no direct influence on this choice but on the
production. The Cournot equilibrium production is increasing with the output based
rate. When α increases the “pass-through” rate decreases, i.e. the output price is less
affected by the CO2 price.
The output based rate can be chosen according to various criteria, this rate is
often considered as defining a benchmark technology because firms that performs better
(u < α) are net seller of permits whereas more pollutant firms are net buyers. The ratio
α/um (σ) represents the share of permits that are freely allocated. In the scenario EU
only we set α so that the quantity of free allocations is half of the BAU emissions. In
Sectoral Approach we consider a complete recycling of permits: α is chosen so that all
permits are freely allocated and the direct cost σuq is canceled i.e.
α = u(σ).
With such a policy the direct effect of CO2 pricing on the net variable cost is canceled
but there is still an indirect effect–the variable cost c(u(σ)) is higher than the BAU cost
c(u(0)). This explains the expression of Chinese firm profit (6) in Sectoral Approach.
(ii) With a cap and trade system, the CO2 price is endogenous and clears the market
for emissions permits: it ensures that the cap, denoted ē, is equal to the aggregate
quantity of permits demanded. Sectoral emissions are the quantity produced times the
emissions rate ē = u(σ)q. With an output based policy the production increases so the
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efficiency of the technology should be higher and this is done via a higher CO2 price.
Therefore, with a cap and trade system an output based policy has an indirect effect
on the technology which is cleaner to compensate for the rise of production.

B

Revenue recycling and technological transfer

Technological transfer can be represented in a very simple way within our framework.
We consider that technological transfer is done in the Chinese electricity sector.
The variable cost of Chinese electricity producers is cf (uf ) and uf 0 is the BAU
rate of emissions. The technological transfer is done by financing the use of a cleaner
technology with uf < uf 0 ; the increase of variable cost cf (uf ) − cf 0 is paid to Chinese
firms. This policy has no effect on the perceived cost of a Chinese firm:
π = pq + cf (uf )q + (cf (uf ) − cf 0 ) q = pq − cf 0 q,
thus, the production of Chinese electricity producers is not affected by the transfer.
The total financial transfer amounts to
∆ = (cf (uf ) − cf (uf 0 )) qBAU .
For the sake of illustration, we consider that ∆ is set at 30% of the revenue from the
permits markets in the EU, this gets the abatement induced in the electricity sector
uf 0 − uf (∆), we can then determine the “shadow” permit price corresponding to this
transfer, that is, the price σ(∆) such that σ = −c0f (uf ) where cf (uf ) = cf 0 + ∆/q.
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